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PlaNYC: A Greener Greater New York

Air Quality
Achieve the cleanest air of any
big U.S. city

Energy
Reduce energy consumption and
make our energy systems cleaner
and more reliable

Climate Change
Reduce our greenhouse gas
emissions by more than 30%
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The Need to Eliminate Heavy Oil
Eliminating No. 6 and 4 heavy heating oil is one of the highest impact strategies we can
undertake to make New York City’s air quality the cleanest of any major U.S. City

Quantifying the Influence of Heavy Oil
 In 2008-09 the Department of Health
conducted the NYC Community Air Survey at
150 monitoring sites citywide
 Fine particulate matter (PM 2.5) levels were
30% higher, on average, in parts of the City
with the highest densities of heavy oil use
compared to the lowest densities

Annual Health Impacts from PM 2.5
 Over 3,000 deaths
 2,000 hospitalizations for lung and heart
conditions
 6,000 ER visits for asthma in children and
adults
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Heating Oil Regulations
In April of 2011, DEP finalized regulations that will eliminate heavy oil use in two phases
to balance near-term health benefits with cost minimization for buildings

Phase 1
 As of July 1, 2012, DEP no longer
approves Certificates of Operation for
No. 6 oil

 As these permits must be renewed
every three years, No. 6 oil will be
completely eliminated by 2015

Phase 2
 All buildings must convert to cleanest
fuels by 2030 or when replacing
boiler/burner – whichever happens
sooner
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NYC Clean Heat Program
In tandem with the regulations, the Mayor launched NYC Clean Heat to accelerate
conversions to the cleanest fuels in order to realize these health benefits much sooner
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Available Heating Fuels
NYC Clean Heat is fuel neutral program.
Buildings have the option of switching to a number of cleaner burning fuels.

Cleaner Burning Fuels
•
•
•
•
•

Ultra-low sulfur No. 2 fuel oil (Clean 2)
Biodiesel blends (B5, B20, etc.)
Natural Gas
Steam
Other alternatives (geothermal, cogeneration, etc.)

Heavy Fuel Oil
• No. 6
• No. 4
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Con Edison Area Growth Overview
This is the best opportunity to Connect to Natural Gas at Low/No Cost
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Assess your current system
What does your current system look like?
An engineer or contractor will help you answer the following questions:
 Has the boiler and or burner exceeded its
useful life?
 What is the condition of the boiler?
 What is the condition of the burner?
 Is the burner capable of burning Clean 2
fuel oil and or natural gas?

 What is the condition of the fuel oil
storage tank?
 Is it buried, sitting on dirt, on
saddles, in a vault?
 Is your chimney properly lined?
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Payback period
Plug in your numbers then divide conversion cost by savings for simple payback
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Steps to Switching : Clean 2
Oil to oil conversions generally require less coordination to complete. Expect 4-6
weeks between planning and construction

Heating Oil: ULS 2

All Projects

1. Contact NYC Clean Heat

 Consider efficiency measures

2. Determine Conversion Costs

 Solicit and select a contractor

1. Shop for a supplier

 Permitting

2. Consider biofuel

 DEP and DOB

3. Skip the No. 4

 DEC (tanks)

3. Understand operating costs

 Construction

1. Boiler Maintenance
2. Energy Efficiency Measures

3. Tax Credits
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Considering a Clean 2 System Conversion
There’s more to think about besides price per gallon.
All commodity prices change over time, but increasing system efficiency will always
save money.
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New York City Energy Efficiency Corp.
New York City Energy Efficiency Corporation's (NYCEEC) mission is to support
the City’s energy and climate action goals by catalyzing an energy efficiency
retrofit and fuel conversion financing market for private building owners.

Credit: NYC Mayor’s Office of Long-term Planning and
Sustainability

NYCEEC is an independent 501c3 non-profit corporation component unit of
New York City.
NYCEEC’s Capital Sources:
 $37.5 million from ARRA for energy efficiency
 $5+ million from NYC for clean heat financing (expected)
 $2.5 million grants from private philanthropic foundations
New York City Energy Efficiency Corporation
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Clean Heat Financing
On June 13th, Mayor Bloomberg announced more than $100 million in
financing as part of the NYC Clean Heat program. Much of this is run by the
New York City Energy Efficiency Corporation (NYCEEC)

Direct Lending

NYCEEC originates and funds loans directly to building owners
or provides credit enhancement to commercial lenders for
standalone retrofit or conversion financing. Loans can be
unsecured or partially unsecured.

On-Bill
Financing

Buildings make a single payment to a utility or fuel provider which
incorporates both fuel commodity cost as well as principal and
interest of the conversion financing measures.

Mortgage
Based Products

Leasing

NYCEEC credit enhances mortgage lenders.

Some Clean Heat financial partners have also developed
platforms to lease heating equipment, such as tanks and boilers,
to buildings
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Clean Heat Financing
NYC Clean Heat works with a number of financial partners to help buildings
with the conversion costs. Many of these partners are able to work directly
with you to help finance projects.
Clean Heat Financial Partners
 Barrett Capital
 Boro Energy
 Community Preservation Corporation
 GSG Energy Finance

 Hess Energy Solutions
 M-Core Credit Corporation
 New York City Energy Efficiency
Corporation (NYCEEC)
 New York City Housing Development
Corporation (HDC)

More information available at
http://nyccleanheat.org/content/financing
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Direct Lending
A building owner arranges for capital to perform heating system conversion
based on creditworthiness and cash flow from operations.
Examples:

Who should consider it?

Banks:

Buildings with good reserves and strong
financials

•

Refinance existing mortgage, 15-30yrs

 2.5-4.5%, mortgage recordation fee
•

Home equity line of credit

•

Unsecured line of credit, 3mos-1yr

Ability to repay temporary borrowings
quickly

NYCEEC-Community Clean Heat Fund:

$75-$1.5MM for conversions to ULS2 or
gas. Must be in LMI census tract.

Vendor Financing:

Small upfront costs $25-65K

Boro Energy

Long standing client relationships
May structure repayment through ESA or
directly
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On Bill Financing
Buildings make a single payment to a utility or fuel provider which
incorporates both fuel commodity cost as well as principal and interest of
the conversion financing measures.
How does it work Contractor or fuel supplier evaluates
current fuel usage, after conversion
usage of new fuel

 Cost estimate of necessary heating
system measures to accommodate
new fuel

 Works best if able to convert to natural
gas.
 Can work if replacement boilers’
efficiency reduces fuel usage of new
fuel
 Designed so that owner has no upfront
cost

 Calculates new fuel payment including
debt service on new measures
 Building owner makes a single
payment over time for new fuel and
cost of new measures. Savings pay
for new measures.
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On Bill Financing
Chase/Hess Conversion Financing-NYCEEC’s first Clean Heat Financing
Transaction
 $10 million facility for multifamily housing and commercial buildings in low-and
moderate income areas with access to Con Ed natural gas
 $2 million NYCEEC credit enhancement enabled $10MM JPMorgan loan to Hess
customers who meet underwriting criteria
 Hess Energy provides no upfront cost, turnkey solution, converting buildings from oil
to gas
 Commodity price certainty through 5 year forward natural gas contract
 Fixed monthly payment, including all conversion work, expected to be lower
than current fuel bills
 Compliance with energy regulations, and benchmarking and auditing
requirements
 Hess contracts for all building and heating system upgrades to permit
conversion to natural gas, where available, at no-cost
 Five year unsecured loan (UCC filing on boiler) at 6.75%
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On Bill Financing
Case StudyHess/Chase/NYCEEC oil to gas conversion finance facility
• 7 story, 72 unit, multifamily rental building in the Bronx
• $165,000 5 year, oil-to-gas conversion; no cost access to Con Ed gas line
• decommission fuel tank, reuse and clean boiler, replace burner with dual fuel
capability, chimney inspection and liner, gas piping and meter, combustion
air fan
• DSCR > 1.25x for previous 3 years, <3% vacancy rate, no tax liens or
building code violations, no delinquency on fuel bills in past 3 years
• New monthly charge, including fixed price,5 year forward natural gas
contract and financing charges less than previous bill for #6 fuel delivery
• Previous payment $10,695/mo; New payment $9,208mo
• No upfront cost for building
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Mortgage Based Lending
A mortgage financer either increases the size of the existing mortgage or
opens up a second mortgage to accommodate energy efficiency or
heating conversion measures. Additional availability may attribute value to
the projected energy savings.
How do you access these?
Who provides these?

 Check to see if either of these hold
your building mortgage and call them.

 Currently Community Preservation
Corp. provides energy efficiency and
conversion loans to buildings whose
mortgage they hold.

 Must have strong building financials
with DSC of 1.2x or greater

 NYC Housing Development Corp
(HDC) also established its Energy
Retrofit Loan Program for buildings in
its portfolio and HPD building
programs.

 Can open up existing mortgage and
borrow additional amounts to make
energy efficiency or conversion
improvements with savings channeled
to repay that portion of the loan

 NYCEEC working with a large national
mortgage guarantor on a similar
program for multifamily buildings in
NYC.
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Mortgage Based Products
NYC Housing Development Corporation
 $17.5 million Energy Retrofit Loan Program (ERLP) developed with NYCEEC
 finance energy efficiency improvements, cogeneration and clean heat
conversions (may be upsized)
 HDC holds first mortgage and/or HPD program (including PLP, 8a)
 Up to $2MM per project; borrowing cost ~4-5%
 Term up to 12 years, must show 15% projected energy savings via ASHRAE II
audit
 HDC will underwrite the loan; Borrower must supply all 3rd party reports, prepare
scopes of work, select general contractor.

 NYCEEC provides $2.5 million cash collateral credit enhancement
 Loans secured by a subordinate lien on the property


Technical guidance manual (currently being developed), which codifies a set of
best practices to ensure effective technical implementation of the ERLP
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Mortgage Based Products
Case Study
HDC Energy Retrofit Loan Program- Multi Building Complex Boiler Plant Conversion

 1600 unit building complex; 14 twenty story buildings
 ERLP will make loan for $2MM+
 Build new plant, install new boilers, run gas pipes, DHW, BMS
 HDC and NYCEEC engineers met with coop board, made proposal
 Worked with Con Edison and NYC Clean Heat
 NYCEEC provides $2.5 million cash collateral credit enhancement on program to
HDC
 Loans secured by a subordinate lien on the property


Technical guidance manual (currently being developed), which codifies a set of
best practices to ensure effective technical implementation of the ERLP

New York City Energy Efficiency Corporation
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Equipment Leasing
Leases can be created to distribute the upfront cost of an equipment
purchase over months or years
Capital Lease

Who should consider it?

 The $1 Purchase Option lease
provides a higher monthly payment;
However, at lease termination, the
lessee essentially owns the equipment,
purchasing it for $1. This type of lease
is designed for customers who are
looking to own equipment at end of
lease.

 Unwilling or unable to increase current
debt load

 Lessor owns the equipment, building
makes lease payments until lease end

 Unwilling or unable to open mortgage
 Projects where the primary cost is an
equipment purchase
 Boilers and tanks
 Some vendors also include
construction costs

 Lease payments seen as operating
expense
Financial Partners:
Barrett Capital, M-Core Credit Corp.,
GSG Energy Finance
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Financial Partners
NYC Clean Heat financial partners can assist with heating system
construction and additional energy efficiency improvements

Heating Systems

+ Energy Efficiency (required)

Barrett Capital

Community Preservation Corporation
(CPC)*

Boro Energy
GSG Energy Finance

NYCEEC

Hess Energy Solutions*

NYC Housing Development Corporation
(HDC)*

M-Core Credit Corporation

NYSERDA

Deutsche Bank Community Clean Heat
Fund*
* Indicates partners with low-income
housing targets
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Expected Financial Information
Steps to securing financial assistance for your Clean Heat project

 Three Years Audited Financials and Tax Returns
 Reserves and Rent Rolls-Cash Flow Analysis
 Current budget, with year-to-year comparisons
 Evidence of Property Insurance

 List of pending or contracted capital improvement projects
 Title report with municipal searches-UCC, tax lien, bankruptcy
 Scope of work for the fuel conversion
 Details of any special assessments, including term and amount
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Contacting NYC Clean Heat
Contacting NYC Clean Heat early in the process ensures that you will be connected to
all technical and financial resources available to your property.

To run a successful conversion, NYC Clean
Heat can help you evaluate:







Regulatory timeframe
Your current system
Fuel providers
Construction cost
Construction timeframe
Other building efficiencies

Sign Up: Write down your contact info in our guestbook tonight
Call:
917-282-6156
Email:
mark.brescia@nyccleanheat.org
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